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Abstract

We report on reflection spectra of ceasium atoms in close vicinity of a nanostructured

metallic meta-surface. We show that the hyperfine sub-Doppler spectrum of the 62S1/2�62P3/2

resonance transition at 852 nm is strongly affected by the coupling to the plasmonic resonance

of the nanostructure. Fine tuning of dispersion and positions of the atomic lines in the near-field
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of plasmonic metamaterials could have uses and implications for the atom-based metrology,

sensing and the development of atom-on-a-chip devices.

Since more than one century, physicists are analysing atomic spectra and confront their re-

sults with quantum theories. More recently, high precision atomic spectroscopic measurements

and time keeping1,2 are used for fundamental test in physics2–4. However, characteristics of a

transition are not an inherent property of the atom but are also influenced by the environment.

In particular, the spontaneous emission rate and lineshapes depend on the presence of a nearby

media, waveguides and resonators5–14. These environmental dependencies could be a limitation

for precision measurements, but becomes advantages for applications such as quantum informa-

tion processing15. Beyond atoms, hybridizations of more complex atomic-like systems such as

quantum dots and carbon nano tubes with nanowires and plasmonic metamaterials have been re-

ported16–20. Hybridization of atoms with metamaterial leading to strong atom-cavity coupling,

line shaping, spontaneous emission modification and lattice interactions were also investigated

theoretically21–24.

Here we report on a new type of hybrid system where atomic gas is hybridized with a plasmonic

metamaterial (Fig. Figure 1). In this extreme Fano system25, the plasmonic linewidth is seven

orders of magnitude greater than the natural linewidth of atomic absorption lines. Nevertheless,

in the regime of a few caesium atoms per unit cell located and probed in the near-field of the

metamaterial, we observe strong plasmo-atomic coupling resulting in profound modifications of

the shape of the atomic lines.

The hybrid metamaterial under study consists of an array of nano-slits in a silver film man-

ufactured at the internal surface of optical window of a caesium vapour cell (Fig. Figure 1).

Our research focuses on the interaction between hyperfine transitions of the main dipole allowed

D2 line (62S1/2 � 62P3/2, l = 852 nm) of caesium (Fig. 2) and dipolar plasmonic modes sup-

ported by the slit-type metamaterials. Here external reflectance measurements give access to

the sub-Doppler spectrum of the atomic caesium transition that has natural lifetime of 30.5 ns

(linewidth ga = 2p ⇥ 5.2 MHz)26. Indeed the phase of the field back-reflected by the atoms de-
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l =  852nm 

T ~ 80° C 

SiO2~ 8nm 

L ~ 200nm 

l/2p ~140nm 

v ~ 150m/s 

Metamaterial 
      Ag ~ 50nm 

Figure 1: Probing the sub-Doppler spectra of the caesium vapour at the vicinity of nanostructured
plasmonic metamaterial. The yellow dots represent the atoms of the thermal vapour. Only the
atoms propagating along the surface (blue arrow) within a layer of l/2p thickness are detected.
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pends on their distance from the interface and their contribution to the reflectivity rapidly average

to zero for atoms located farther away from the interface. In practice, only a layer of gas of about

d = k�1 ' 136 nm thickness, on top of the metamaterial, contributes significantly to the reflectivity.

Here k is the wavenumber of the probing optical wave. Then, atoms with substantial component

of thermal velocity v̄ ' 150 m/s that is normal to the interface rapidly travel through the active

layer with characteristic transient time of 1/kv̄ ⇠ 0.9 ns that is much shorter than natural lifetime

of the transition and therefore do not contribute to the sub-Doppler spectra27,28. Moreover, atoms

flying along the interface contribute to the reflectance spectra with no Doppler broadening as their

velocities have no projection on the light wave-vector direction.
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Figure 2: Fine and hyperfine structure of the atomic caesium D2 line. 62S1/2 F = 4�62P3/2 F = 5
hyperfine transition (in dotted red arrow line) is targeted for spectroscopy of the atom-metamaterial
interaction.

To study modifications of the atomic lineshape in the proximity of metamaterial, we prepare an

array of metamaterial samples with different central frequencies of the plasmonic resonance above

and below the frequency of the ceasium D2 line. Such metamaterials are fabricated by focused ion

beam milling in a silver film of thickness 50 nm and is post-fabrication protected by 8 nm layer

of SiO2 to prevent chemical attacks to the film. Metamaterial samples, all manufactured on the

same window, are two-dimensional arrays of nano-slits 70 nm wide of varying length from 170 nm

to 240 nm to achieve plasmonic resonances from 700 nm to 900 nm (Fig. Figure 3). The unit
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Figure 3: (a) SEM image of a fragment of the plasmonic metamaterial with unit cell indicated by
the yellow square. (b) Example of the light intensity distribution at the vicinity of one slit (cut view
at the center of the slit). The incident beam is coming for the left part of the picture. The caesium
vapour is located on the right part of the picture.
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cells are squares with sizes from w = 380 nm to 520 nm long, depending on the length of the slit.

Individual reflectance spectra of all metamaterial samples on the array, taken with light polarized

perpendicular to the slit, are presented on Fig. Figure 4(a-e). Here dips in the reflectivity spectra

coincide with resonant increase of the metamaterial’s transmission and absorption.

To study the influence of the nanostructures on the atomic spectra, we use frequency modula-

tion spectroscopy with a single mode diffraction grating-tuneable diode laser with a linewidth of

about 100 kHz. In such measurements, the signal, demodulated in phase with the reference signal

at 9 MHz, is, at a good approximation, proportional to the derivatives of the reflectance spectra.

Reflectance spectra are thus obtained after integration of the signal over frequency (see support-

ing information for more details). Moreover this signal is about seven orders of magnitude more

sensitive to the fast variations of reflectivity at narrow atomic vapour lines than to slow variations

due to the dispersion of plasmonic resonances. To provide absolute wavelength calibration of the

laser reflectometer, we use a second reference caesium cell interrogated in the hole-burning regime

where Doppler-free dips provide accurate frequency reference of the hyperfine absorption lines.

Fig. Figure 4(f-j) show the relative reflectance spectra of the caesium 62S1/2�62P3/2 transition

between F = 4 and F = 5 hyperfine sub-states measured for different metamaterial samples. Fig.

Figure 4(k) shows the same spectra measured at the plain dielectric window. In all cases, the

caesium vapour was maintained at a temperature T = 80�C corresponding to a vapour pressure

P = 7⇥ 10�4 mbar and an atoms density of r = 1017 m�3. As only atoms within longitudinal

velocity lower than ga/k contribute to the sub-Doppler spectra, a d = k�1 thick volume of vapour

above the unit cell of metamaterial of w2 area contains in average approximately rw2ga/v̄k2 '

6⇥ 10�5 atoms contributing to the spectra. Nevertheless, with about 2.5⇥ 105 unit cells located

and illuminated on each metamaterial sample, the technique allows to record accurate sub-Doppler

reflectance spectra of the hybrid atoms/metamaterial device, although less than 20 vapour atoms

contribute to them.

We observe that: 1) the caesium vapour reflectivity spectra, recorded with the presence of

metamaterials, are qualitatively different to the spectra recorded at a dielectric window (see Fig.
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Figure 4: Reflection spectra of plasmonic metamaterial/caesium atom vapour hybrid samples. (a)-
(e) Broad frequency scan showing the plasmonic resonance lineshape for different metamaterial.
The resonance position is indicated on each graph. Insets show sketches of the individual slits of
the metamaterial array. The double vertical red lines indicate the position of the D2 line on the
plasmon resonance reflectivity dip profile. On (a), the black dashed curve represents a fit of the
reflection curve (see supporting information for more details). (f)-(j) Details of the spectra at the
caesium D2 line. Each graph is associated to its left inside counterpart. The red curves correspond
to the experimental data whereas the blue dashed curves are fits of the relative reflectance DR (see
text for more details). The frequency origin corresponds to the resonance of the hyperfine transition
F = 4 to F = 5 of the caesium D2 line. (k) relative reflectance DR of a dielectric window subtrate,
i.e. without metamaterial.
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Figure 4(k)); 2) Reflectance spectra of the vapour, recorded at different metamaterial samples,

depend on the position of the metamaterials resonance relative to the position of the 62S1/2�62P3/2

line. The latter is shown on Fig. Figure 4(a-e); 3) When the plasmonic resonance is scanned

over the atomic line, the reflectivity has a complex lineshape that is characteristic for Fano-type

resonances29,30; 4) Reflectivity curve inverses for positive and negative detuning (compare spectra

for plasmonic resonance at 820 nm and 858 nm). In these spectra, the spurious contribution of

the fluorescence background of the atomic vapour can be ignored. First the fluorescence spectrum

is Doppler broadened, thus it appears at a larger frequency span. Second its contribution is weak

because of the small solid angle of the detection and because the fluorescence signal is partially

removed by the frequency modulation technique.

In our experiment we are dealing with light reflected from the layer of metamaterial followed

by an atomic gas layer. Here the plasmonic/atomic system can be modelled as a pair of coupled

classical damped harmonic oscillators. The charge displacements xp and xa of respectively, the

plasmonic and the atomic mode, are governed by the following dynamical equations:

ẍp + gpẋp +w2
pxp +W2xa =� e

m
E0e�iwt . (1)

ẍa + gaẋa +w2
a xa +W2xp = 0. (2)

Where w is optical laser frequency, m is the effective mass of the charge and E0 represents the

incident electric field amplitude; gp and wp are the damping parameter and the frequency of the

plasmonic mode and ga and wa are the damping parameter and the frequency for the atom. Here W

is the coupling constant characterizing the interactions between the light-induced plasmonic and

atomic dipoles. We argue that the coupling may be described by a single constant because of spatial

averaging over the ensemble of atoms in the near-field layer of the plasmonic metamaterial. We

assume that the incident wave drives the plasmonic mode while excitation of the atoms, located at

the opposite side of the nanostructure, occurs via the electromagnetic field transmitted through the

metamaterial thanks to the resonant excitation of localized plasmonic fields (see Fig. Figure 1).
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Equations (Eq. (1)) and (Eq. (2)) of interacting atomic and plasmonic modes describe a typical

Fano-like system of a high and low quality coupled modes. Assuming gp � ga we find that (see

supplementary materials for a complete derivation) the plasmonic susceptibility remains unaffected

by coupling whereas the atomic susceptibility becomes:

ca = r 6pga

k3
Z

2(wa �w)� iga +Wa
, (3)

Compared to c(0)
a = 6pgark�3 [2(wa �w)� iga]

�1, the atomic susceptibility of the bare atomic

sub-Doppler vapour. Here Wa = W4 ⇥w(w2
p �w2 � iwgp)

⇤�1, where Re{ca} and Im{ca} corre-

spond to the frequency shift and line broadening induced by the plasmonic coupling respectively

while Z = �W2cpw2(6pgpNc3)�1 describes the plasmon-induced change of the lineshape and

mixing of the dispersive and reactive parts of the atomic response. N is the free electrons density

participating to the plasmonic resonance.

We analyze the relative reflectance spectra by doing a least square non linear fit using the atomic

susceptibilities of Equation Eq. (3), with ga, Z (real and imaginary parts), and Wa as the fitting

parameters. The fits correspond to the blue dashed line in Fig. Figure 4(f-k). They are in very good

agreement with the experimental data. This allows the evaluation of the coupling constant W and

the atomic linewidth ga for all plasmonic nanostructures. The corresponding coupling frequency

was found to be W = 0.01pwagp ' 1 THz. It is much higher than the atomic natural linewidth

ga/2p = 5.2 MHz, leading to a strong modification of the line shape. However, its effect on the

atomic line frequency shift that is given by |Wa|/2p ' 0.3 MHz, is small in comparison to the bare

transition linewidth ga/2p , to be reliably detected, as confirmed by our experiments.

For |Wa| ⌧ ga dispersion of the atomic response (and thus the atomic contribution to the re-

flectance spectra) is well approximated by a product of undisturbed atomic and plasmonic re-

sponses, as can be seen from the expression for the atomic susceptibility, as follows from the

Equation (Eq. (3)):
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ca =�r gaW2

gpNw
cp

2(wa �w)� iga
. (4)

Since the frequency variations of the atomic spectra are much faster than that of plasmonic

spectra, the resulting atomic response is proportional to cp, which is a complex multiplier constant.

This complex multiplier mixes up the real and imaginary parts of the atomic response radically

changing the reflectivity spectra without a noticeable shift of the atomic line.

Finally, we found that the atomic linewidth in the presence of metamaterial nanostructure is

ga ' 20 MHz. This value is much smaller than the Doppler frequency broadening of 200 MHz

but it is larger than the natural atomic linewidth of 5.2 MHz. We note that similar linewidth was

also seen on the window subtrate (See Fig. Figure 4) and therefore the Purcell mechanism of line

broadening related to the increased density of state in the localized plasmonic mode can be ruled

out, arguably due to weak effective mode confinement. Thus we conclude that the broadening is

likely due to the presence of a small residual velocity component along the propagation axis of

incidents light of the atoms traveling at the vicinity of the nanostructure.

In conclusion we report new plasmo-atomic metamaterial with Fano sub-Doppler spectra. We

provide experimental evidence that hyperfine sub-Doppler spectra of atomic gas are modified in

the presence of a nanostructured plasmonic metamaterial which has resonances millions of times

broader than atomic lines. We show that strong modification of atomic spectra in the nearfield

of metamaterial depends on mutual position of atomic and plasmonic resonances. Our results

imply that such highly-sensitive atomic probe can be used for detailed characterization of the

evanescent field and the plasmonic dispersion of the nanostructures. For example, one can use an

atomic quadrupole transition which is sensitive to the local electric field gradient31,32. Moreover,

the ability to tailor the atomic lineshapes may have implications for the nanotechnology-enabled

atom-based metrology, sensing, and the development of atom-on-a-chip applications. One way to

achieve those tasks would be to laser cool the atoms before transferring them at the vicinity of the

metamaterial. Then the field pattern, generated by the metamaterial, could be used as a platform

to trap the cold gas33. This configuration allows to have greater control on the atoms/metamaterial

10



coupling and should greatly increase the signal-to-noise ratio necessary for metrology and sensing

applications. Furthermore, we shall expect that luminescence and nonlinearity of the atomic vapour

to be enhanced in the hybrid systems while plasmo-atomic interaction can lead to long-range lattice

effects on the trapped atoms for quantum simulations34.
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Experimental apparatus and samples

Caesium vapour is kept in a vacuum chamber with metamaterials sample fabricated on one

of the optical windows of the chamber. A quartz wedge window (3�) is used to support a

50 nm film silver deposited by thermal evaporation and protected by 8 nm layer of SiO2.
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Several metamaterials samples were fabricated on the film by focused ion beam milling. Each

metamaterials array is 200µm ⇥ 200µm in size. We also fabricate a window in the silver

film for reference measurements. Before releasing the caesium in the chamber, it is pumped

to 10�8 mbar. The caesium vapour is maintained at temperature of 80 �C corresponding to

vapour pressure P = 7⇥ 10�4 mbar and vapour density of ⇢ = 1017 m�3.
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Figure S1: Schematic representation of the optical setup, including frequency reference at-
tachment.

We use an 852 nm grating-tuneable semiconductor diode laser with line width lower

than 100 kHz (TOPTICA model DLPro100) as the optical source in the experiment (see

Fig. S1). The laser has a mode hope-free spectral tuning of 13 GHz which allows scanning

of the complete hyperfine structure of the dipole allowed D2 line as well as the Doppler

spectrum. An intensity of I = 2 mW/cm2 is used for the reflectance measurements of the

hybrid metamaterial. This value is below the saturation intensity (Is = 2.7 mW/cm2). We

note that no saturation e↵ect has been observed. The unused light intensity is redirected

to a spectroscopic reference setup. For reflectance measurements the laser beam is phase-

modulated at 9 MHz with an electro-optical modulator before being focused at normal

incidence by a 20 cm lens at the surface of the window containing metamaterial films. The

reflected signal is extracted with a beam-splitter (10:90) and detected by an avalanche silicon

photodetector (HAMAMATSU model C10508). The reflection signal is demodulated and

amplified using a lock-in amplifier (Zurich Instruments model HF2LI) while scanning, at
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low frequency, the optical frequency of the laser across the absorption line. In addition

through-transmission of the vapour sample is also continuously measured to monitor the

pressure of caesium vapour. To provide absolute optical frequency calibration of the laser

reflectometer, we use an extra caesium cell, at room temperature, interrogated in saturated

absorption spectroscopy where Doppler-free dips in the probe transmission provides reference

to the caesium hyperfine absorption lines. The accuracy of this measurement is better than

100 kHz.

Derivation of the reflectance signal

In a multi-layered system comprising of window substrate, plasmonic metamaterial and

atomic layer with respective refractive indexes n, np and na, the amplitude reflectance is

given by

r =
r1 + r2e

2inpl!/c

1 + r1r2e
2inpl!/c

, (1)

where r1 = (n � np)/(n + np) and r2 = (np � na)/(np + na). Since the atomic medium

is diluted, the atomic susceptibility �a ⌧ 1, thus allowing for the expansion r ' r|�a=0 +

@r/@�a |�a=0 �a, where na ' 1 + �a/2. The reflected intensity coe�cient can then be

presented as:

R(!) = R |�a=0 +�R(!), (2)

Where

R |�a=0= |r|

2
�a=0 (3)

and

�R(!) = 2Re

⇢✓
r

⇤ @r

@�a

◆
|�a=0 �a(!)

�
(4)

Here R |�a=0⌘ R is measured independently (see Fig. 3(a-e) in the letter).

To study the influence of the nanostructures on the atomic spectra we used frequency

modulation spectroscopy technics. In such measurements, the intensity of the component of
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the reflectivity signal that is in-phase with the modulation signal at !m, takes the following

form:

Iphase ' Re

⇢✓
r

⇤ @r

@�a

◆
|�a=0 [�a(! + !m)� �a(! � !m)]

�
, (5)

Assuming �a(! + !m)� �a(! � !m) ' 2@�a/@!m, the reflectance spectrum is extracted as:

�R(!) =
1

!m

Z
Iphased! (6)

The problem reduces now to the determination of the susceptibilities of the atomic vapour

�a and of the metamaterial entering in the expression of the reflectance r.

Two-coupled oscillator model: derivation of the susceptibilities

In the case of the dielectric window substrate with no metamaterial, the calculation is

straightforward: The Doppler-free atomic susceptibility reduces to �(0)
a = 6⇡�a⇢c3k�3 [2(!a � !)� i�a]

�1

and the amplitude reflectance is simply r = (n�na)/(n+na), where ⇢ is the atomic density, k

is the wavevector and �a is the linewidth of the transition. We note that the expression of the

atomic susceptibility corresponds to a bulk system, where surface interaction are not consid-

eredS1. For the complete plasmono-atomic system, we use a two-coupled classical harmonic

model to derive the plasmonic and atomic susceptibilities. Our starting point is the set of

dynamical equations of the charge displacement for the plasmonic and the atomic mode [see

Eqs. (1) and (2) in the letter]. At the vicinity of the atomic resonance, i.e. ! ' !a, assuming

�p � �a, ⌦4
!

�2
a �

�1
a , the broad plasmonic resonance remains una↵ected by the coupling, but

not the atomic resonance. Indeed, solutions of Eq. (1) and (2) in the letter are:

xp = �

eE0

m

1

!

2
p � !

2
� i!�p

e

i!t (7)

xa = xp
⌦

!

1

2(!a � !)� i�a + ⌦a
(8)
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Here ⌦a = ⌦4
⇥
!(!2

p � !

2
� i!�p)

⇤�1
, where Re{�a} and Im{�a} correspond to the frequency

shift and line broadening induced by the plasmonic coupling. From Eq. (7), the metamaterial

index of refraction can be can be written as np

p
1 + �b + �p, where

�p =
Ne

2

m

1

!

2
p � !

2
� i!�p

(9)

and �b = 29 + i is the background susceptibility of the bulk silver at 852 nm and N is

the free electrons density participating to the plasmonic resonance. From here we compute

intensity reflectance spectraR of the metamaterial and fit them to the experimental measured

spectra to extract the values of �p and !p. An illustrative example of such a fit is presented

by the black dashed line in Fig. 3(a) of the letter. We find �p ' 35 THz. The values of

�p = 2⇡c/!p are given for each plasmonic structure in Fig. 3(a-e) of the letter. Using the

extracted values of �p, and !p the susceptibility of the atomic vapour is calculated as:

�a = ⇢

6⇡�a
k

3

Z

2(!a � !)� i�a + ⌦a
(10)

where Z = �⌦2
�p!

2(6⇡�pNc

3)�1 mixes the dispersive and reactive parts of the atomic

response. From here the hybrid reflectivity spectra can be fitted to the experimentally

measured dispersions, showing very good agreement with the experiment [Fig. 3(f-h) in the

letter]. This allows the evaluation of the coupling frequency ⌦ and the atomic linewidth �a

for all plasmonic nanostructures.
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